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Motivation

• LXe Detector	  for	  measuring	  rare	  physics	  events

• Dark	  Matter	  Direction	  Detection
– Xenon	  detectors	  leading	  sensitivity	  for	  massive	  DM	  
– Cross-‐check	  with	  indirect	  detection	  and	  collider	  search

• Neutrinoless double	  beta	  decay
– 136Xe → 136Ba + 2e-

– Majorana neutrino?	  Anti-‐matter?	  Neutrino	  mass?

• Neutrino	  detection
– Neutrino-‐nucleus	  coherent
– Solar	  8B,	  DSNB

• Cosmic rays & cosmic activation of detector materials


• Natural (238U, 232Th, 40K) & anthropogenic (85Kr, 137Cs) radioactivity: 


• Ultimately: neutrino-nucleus scattering (solar, atmospheric and supernovae neutrinos)

F. Ruppin  et al., 1408.3581
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FIG. 1: Left: Relevant neutrino fluxes to the background of direct dark matter detection experiments: Solar, atmospheric, and
di↵use supernovae [22–24]. Right: Neutrino background event rates for a germanium based detector. The black dashed line
corresponds to the sum of the neutrino induced nuclear recoil event rates. Also shown is the similarity between the event rate
from a 6 GeV/c2 WIMP with a SI cross section on the nucleon of 4.4⇥ 10�45 cm2 (black solid line) and the 8B neutrino event
rate.
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corresponds to the neutrino flux. As it has
been shown in Ref. [17], the neutrino-nucleon elastic
interaction is theoretically well-understood within the
Standard Model, and leads to a coherence e↵ect imply-
ing a neutrino-nucleus cross section that approximately
scales as the atomic number (A) squared when the mo-
mentum transfer is below a few keV. At tree level, the
neutrino-nucleon elastic scattering is a neutral current
interaction that proceeds via the exchange of a Z boson.
The resulting di↵erential neutrino-nucleus cross section
as a function of the recoil energy and the neutrino en-
ergy is given by [18]:
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where m
N

is the nucleus mass, G
f

is the Fermi coupling
constant and Q

!

= N � (1 � 4 sin2 ✓
!

)Z is the weak
nuclear hypercharge with N the number of neutrons, Z
the number of protons, and ✓

!

the weak mixing angle.
The presence of the form factors describes the loss of
coherence at higher momentum transfer and is assumed
to be the same as for the WIMP-nucleus SI scattering.
Interestingly, as the CNS interaction only proceeds
through a neutral current, it is equally sensitive to all
active neutrino flavors.

In Fig. 1 (left panel), we present all the neutrino fluxes
that will induce relevant backgrounds to dark matter
detection searches. The di↵erent neutrino sources con-
sidered in this study are the sun, which generates high
fluxes of low energy neutrinos following the pp-chain [19]

and the possible CNO cycle [20, 21], di↵use supernovae
(DSNB) [22] and the interaction of cosmic rays with the
atmosphere [23] which induces low fluxes of high energy
neutrinos. As a summary of the neutrino sources used
in the following, we present in Table II the di↵erent
properties of the relevant neutrino families such as: the
maximal neutrino energy, the maximum recoil energy for
a Ge target nucleus and the overall flux normalization
and uncertainty. In order to most directly compare to
the analysis of Ref. [10], we use the standard solar model
BS05(OP) and the predictions on the atmospheric and
the DSNB neutrino fluxes from [23] and [22] respectively.

The di↵erent neutrino event rates are shown in Fig. 1
(right panel) for a Ge target. We can first notice that
the highest event rates are due to the solar neutrinos
and correspond to recoil energies below 6 keV. Indeed,
the 8B and hep neutrinos dominate the total neutrino
event rate for recoil energies between 0.1 and 8 keV
and above these energies, the dominant component is
the atmospheric neutrinos. Also shown, as a black solid
line, is the event rate from a 6 GeV/c2 WIMP with
a SI cross section on the nucleon of 4.4 ⇥ 10�45 cm2.
We can already notice that for this particular set of
parameters (m

�

,�SI), the WIMP event rate is very
similar to the one induced by the 8B neutrinos. As
discussed in the next section, this similarity will lead
to a strongly reduced discrimination power between
the WIMP and the neutrino hypotheses and therefore
dramatically a↵ect the discovery potential of upcoming
direct detection experiments.

Note that in this study we do not consider neutrino-
electron scattering, even though it is predicted to pro-
vide a substantial signal in future dark matter detectors.
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FIG. 1: Left: Relevant neutrino fluxes to the background of direct dark matter detection experiments: Solar, atmospheric, and
di↵use supernovae [22–24]. Right: Neutrino background event rates for a germanium based detector. The black dashed line
corresponds to the sum of the neutrino induced nuclear recoil event rates. Also shown is the similarity between the event rate
from a 6 GeV/c2 WIMP with a SI cross section on the nucleon of 4.4⇥ 10�45 cm2 (black solid line) and the 8B neutrino event
rate.
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coherence at higher momentum transfer and is assumed
to be the same as for the WIMP-nucleus SI scattering.
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In Fig. 1 (left panel), we present all the neutrino fluxes
that will induce relevant backgrounds to dark matter
detection searches. The di↵erent neutrino sources con-
sidered in this study are the sun, which generates high
fluxes of low energy neutrinos following the pp-chain [19]

and the possible CNO cycle [20, 21], di↵use supernovae
(DSNB) [22] and the interaction of cosmic rays with the
atmosphere [23] which induces low fluxes of high energy
neutrinos. As a summary of the neutrino sources used
in the following, we present in Table II the di↵erent
properties of the relevant neutrino families such as: the
maximal neutrino energy, the maximum recoil energy for
a Ge target nucleus and the overall flux normalization
and uncertainty. In order to most directly compare to
the analysis of Ref. [10], we use the standard solar model
BS05(OP) and the predictions on the atmospheric and
the DSNB neutrino fluxes from [23] and [22] respectively.

The di↵erent neutrino event rates are shown in Fig. 1
(right panel) for a Ge target. We can first notice that
the highest event rates are due to the solar neutrinos
and correspond to recoil energies below 6 keV. Indeed,
the 8B and hep neutrinos dominate the total neutrino
event rate for recoil energies between 0.1 and 8 keV
and above these energies, the dominant component is
the atmospheric neutrinos. Also shown, as a black solid
line, is the event rate from a 6 GeV/c2 WIMP with
a SI cross section on the nucleon of 4.4 ⇥ 10�45 cm2.
We can already notice that for this particular set of
parameters (m
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,�SI), the WIMP event rate is very
similar to the one induced by the 8B neutrinos. As
discussed in the next section, this similarity will lead
to a strongly reduced discrimination power between
the WIMP and the neutrino hypotheses and therefore
dramatically a↵ect the discovery potential of upcoming
direct detection experiments.
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Phase I: 
120 kg DM
2009-‐2014

PandaX-‐III: 
200 kg to 1 ton 

136Xe 0vDBD
2016-‐

PandaX-‐xT: 
multi-‐ton DM

2016-‐

Phase II: 
500 kg DM 
2014-‐2017 4

PandaX Experiment

• Particle	  and Astrophysical	  Xenon	  Experiments
– Formed	  in	  2009,	  ~50	  people

• PandaX-‐II	  500kg	  results	  published	  at	  PRL
– World-‐leading	  sensitivity	  in	  2016

• Plan	  to	  build	  a	  4-‐ton	  Xenon	  detector	  
– to	  push	  the	  DM	  SI	  sensitivity	  down	  to	  10-‐47 cm2



Detector	  Principle

• Double	  phase	  Xenon	  Time	  Projection	  Chamber
– Mature	  technique
– Sensitive	  to	  massive	  DM	  candidate	  
– Self-‐shielding	  property
– Signal/background	  discrimination
– …

• Dark	  matter	  detection	  in	  Xenon	  detector
– Incoming	  DM	  collide	  with	  Xenon	  atom
– Two	  signatures

• S1：scintillation	  light	  in	  LXe upon	  scattering
• S2：scintillation	  light	  in	  GXe due	  to	  ionization	  electron

– Reconstruct	  the	  collision	  energy	  and	  3-‐D	  position

3-2 

signal to reject electronic backgrounds; 
however, this achieved modest rejection 
efficiencies and only at relatively high recoil 
energies. When the first double-phase Xe 
detectors were deployed for dark-matter 
searches, in the ZEPLIN-II/III [9,10] and 
XENON10 [11] experiments, the increase in 
engineering complexity soon paid off in 
sensitivity, and this technique has been at the 
forefront of the field ever since. 
Comprehensive reviews on the application of 
the noble liquids to rare-event searches can 
be found in the literature [12,13]. 
The TPC configuration at the core of double-
phase detectors, illustrated in Figure 3.1.2, 
has several notable advantages for WIMP 
searches, in that two signatures are detected 
for every interaction: a prompt scintillation 
signal (S1) and the delayed ionization 
response, detected via electroluminescence in 
a thin gaseous phase above the liquid (S2). 
These permit precise event localization in 
three dimensions (to within a few mm [14]) 
and discrimination between electron and 
nuclear recoil events (potentially reaching 99.99% rejection [15]).   
Both channels are sensitive to very low NR energies. The S2 response enables detection of single 
ionization electrons extracted from the liquid surface due to the high photon yield that can be achieved 
with proportional scintillation in the gas [16-18]. In LUX we have demonstrated sufficient S1 light 
collection to achieve a NR energy threshold below 5 keV [4]. 
The combination of accurate 3-D imaging capability within a monolithic volume of a readily purifiable, 
highly self-shielding liquid is nearly an ideal architecture for minimizing backgrounds. It allows optimal 
exploitation of the powerful attenuation of external gamma rays and neutrons into LXe, distinguishes 
multiply-scattered backgrounds from single-site signals, and precisely tags events on the surrounding 
surfaces. This latter feature is important, given the difficulty of achieving contamination-free surfaces. 
The low surface-to-volume ratio of the large, homogeneous TPC lowers surface backgrounds in 
comparison to signal, and stands in stark contrast to the high surface-to-volume ratio of segmented 
detectors. 
These concepts are illustrated in Figure 3.1.3, which shows neutron interactions occurring just a few 
millimeters apart in the ZEPLIN-III detector. The S1 signals are essentially time-coincident, but the S2 
pulses have different time delays corresponding to different vertical coordinates, making the rejection of 
such multiple scatters extremely efficient. The figure shows also a pulse observed in delayed coincidence 
in the surrounding veto detector, indicating radiative capture of this neutron on the gadolinium-loaded 
plastic installed around the WIMP target. LZ will utilize a similar anticoincidence detection technique to 
characterize the radiation environment around the Xe detector and to further reduce backgrounds. 
Nevertheless, when the first tonne-scale Xe experiments were proposed just over a decade ago, it was 
unclear whether LXe technology could be monolithically scaled as now proposed for LZ, or if it would be 
necessary to replicate smaller devices with target masses of a few hundred kilograms each. The latter 
option, while conceptually simple, fails to fully exploit the power of self-shielding. Since then, several 

Figure"3.1.2.""Operating"principle"of"the"doubleOphase"Xe"
TPC."Each"particle"interaction"in"the"LXe"(the"WIMP"
target)"produces"two"signatures:"one"from"prompt"
scintillation"(S1)"and"a"second,"delayed"one"from"
ionization,"via"electroluminescence"in"the"vapor"phase"
(S2)."This"allows"precise"vertex"location"in"three"
dimensions"and"discrimination"between"nuclear"and"
electron"recoils."
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China	  Jinping	  Underground	  Laboratory

• Deepest	  in	  the	  world	  (	  1µ/week/m2)	  
• Horizontal	  access!	  
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PandaX Experiment	  Space	  at	  CJPL-‐II	  

• Height	  14m
• Width	  14m
• Length	  65m
• Water	  tank,	  depth	  of	  13m

10000 class clean room Semi clean room

crane
Rn free clean 
room

office

Crane rail
Purge 
room

Storage platform

Water	  tank
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Overview	  of	  PandaX-‐4ton	  experiment

•

TPC

Drift	  
Chamber

Electric	  
Field

Veto	  
System

ElectronicsADC

Trigger

PMT

Bkgd
Control

Low	  Bkgd
Measurement

Xenon	  
Rectifying

Water	  
Screening

Xenon	  
Handling

Storage/Filling
/	  Recuperation Cooling Purification
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Large	  Scale	  TPC

• Drift	  region:	  F ~1.2m，H	  ~1.2m
– Xenon	  in	  sensitive	  region～4ton

• Design	  goal:
– High	  signal	  efficiency
– Large	  and	  uniform	  electric	  field
– Veto	  ability
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Top	  PMT	  array,	  3”

Top	  Cu	  plate

Teflon	  
supporter

Electrodes	  
and	  shaping	  
rings

Bottom	  Cu	  
plate

Bottom	  PMT	  array	  
3”Veto	  System



Signal	  Collection	  Efficiency

• In	  PandaX-‐II,	  photon	  detection	  efficiency	  reaches	  11.76%
• PMT:	  Hamamatsu	  R11410	  with	  QE	  >	  30%

• Light	  collection	  efficiency:	  ~40%
– High	  reflectivity	  of	  PTFE	  (full	  coverage):	  >98%
– PMT	  dense	  array:	  169	  in	  circular	  array	  and	  199	  in	  hexagonal	  array

10

PTFE	  
reflectors

上海交通大学博士学位论文 第三章 实验的设置

光电倍增管系统（ ）

在 实验中，我们使用光电倍增管（ ， ）或简称

光电管，来测量探测器液氙内能量沉淀所产生的初级光信号（ ）以及电离的电子进

一步在氙气中电致发光产生的比例发光信号（ ）。所以，光电管也被称作寻找

暗物质的“眼睛”。我们所使用的光电管都是从日本滨松光电子公司（ ）购

买。顶部光电管我们选用的是 系列；而底部光电管则是选用 。

图 给出了这些光电管的实物照片。在 实验中， 光电倍管的系

列编号为 ，而 的系列编号有两种， 和 。光电管本

来是 中的一部分，但是由于其特别重要，所以我们在本章节中单独予以介绍。

图 实验中使用的一英寸和三英寸光电倍增管实物照片。

是一英寸的方形光电管，有 个达拿级。其外形尺寸为 × 2，最

小的有效光电接收面为 × 2，即最小光电覆盖面> ，光电管高度为

。 光电管能够在 o 到 o 的温度范围内正常工作，并且可以承受

最小 个大气压的绝对压强。 光电管最高可以加 伏的电压，而在 伏

电压下工作时，其典型的单光电子增益为 × 6，即达拿级可以将一个光电子放大 6

倍。 使用陶瓷芯柱绝缘，是 英寸的圆形光电管。其直径为 ，高

。最小的有效光电面直径为 ，即最小光电覆盖面 > 。

型光电管同样可以在 o 到 o 的温度范围内正常工作，并能够承受 个大气压

的绝对压强。其有 个达拿级，最高能加 伏的电压。在 电压下工作时，典

型的单光电子增益为 ×106。不论是 还是 ，其响应速度都很

快，分别为 和 。



Electric	  Field

• Large	  and	  uniform	  electric	  field
– To	  ensure	  ER/NR	  separation,	  energy	  and	  position	  resolution,	  signal	  

efficiency,	  etc

• Four	  electrodes:	  drift	  and	  extraction	  
– Anode,	  grid,	  cathode	  and	  screen

• Shaping	  rings:
– 60	  sets	  to	  maintain	  upward	  field	  at	  the	  edge
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Anode

Grid

Cathode

Screen

Electric Field
(V/cm)

Drift	  (LXe) Extraction (GXe)

Xenon100 530 12000

LUX 50-‐600 3000

PandaX-‐II 400 6000

PandaX-‐4ton 400 6000
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Electrodes	  and	  Shaping	  Rings

• Electrodes:	  
– Diameter	  of	  1.2	  m:	  mesh	  and/or	  wire
– High	  light	  transparency	  ~	  90%
– Sustain	  high	  voltage	  of	  55	  kV	  
– Small	  deformation	  ~1mm

• Shaping	  rings:
– Deformation	  of	  electric	  field	  <	  1%	  

12



Veto	  System

• Xenon	  in	  skin	  area:	  1	  ton
• Suppress	  gamma	  background	  

– Compton	  scattering	  in	  skin	  area
– Veto	  efficiency	  50%	  (50keVee)

• 1”	  PMT:	  
– 72	  top	  and	  72	  bottom

上海交通大学博士学位论文 第三章 实验的设置

光电倍增管系统（ ）

在 实验中，我们使用光电倍增管（ ， ）或简称

光电管，来测量探测器液氙内能量沉淀所产生的初级光信号（ ）以及电离的电子进

一步在氙气中电致发光产生的比例发光信号（ ）。所以，光电管也被称作寻找

暗物质的“眼睛”。我们所使用的光电管都是从日本滨松光电子公司（ ）购

买。顶部光电管我们选用的是 系列；而底部光电管则是选用 。

图 给出了这些光电管的实物照片。在 实验中， 光电倍管的系

列编号为 ，而 的系列编号有两种， 和 。光电管本

来是 中的一部分，但是由于其特别重要，所以我们在本章节中单独予以介绍。

图 实验中使用的一英寸和三英寸光电倍增管实物照片。

是一英寸的方形光电管，有 个达拿级。其外形尺寸为 × 2，最

小的有效光电接收面为 × 2，即最小光电覆盖面> ，光电管高度为

。 光电管能够在 o 到 o 的温度范围内正常工作，并且可以承受

最小 个大气压的绝对压强。 光电管最高可以加 伏的电压，而在 伏

电压下工作时，其典型的单光电子增益为 × 6，即达拿级可以将一个光电子放大 6

倍。 使用陶瓷芯柱绝缘，是 英寸的圆形光电管。其直径为 ，高

。最小的有效光电面直径为 ，即最小光电覆盖面 > 。

型光电管同样可以在 o 到 o 的温度范围内正常工作，并能够承受 个大气压

的绝对压强。其有 个达拿级，最高能加 伏的电压。在 电压下工作时，典

型的单光电子增益为 ×106。不论是 还是 ，其响应速度都很

快，分别为 和 。
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• More	  channels
– 512	  channels (including	  3”	  PMT	  and	  1”	  veto	  PMT)

• Lower	  threshold
– Trigger-‐less	  data-‐taking
– Multi-‐channel	  PMT	  readout

FADC (模数转换）

Clock & Trigger (时
钟和触发）

DAQ Server （数
据获取服务器）

light

PMT

Decoupler

HV+signal

signal

14

31Page .

▪ 在PandaX一期二期的基础上增加通道数，进行波形采样

高效率光电探测与读出技术

Electronics



Background	  Control

• Germanium	  (Ge)	  detector and	  ICPMS
– Measure	  the	  material	  radioactivity	  
– Select	  pure	  materials	  for	  detector	  construction

• Inner	  and	  outer	  vessels
– Stainless	  steel	  with	  the	  lowest	  radioactivity
– Pure	  copper

• PTFE
– 238U,	  232Th	  <	  0.5	  mBq/kg

15
Ortec @	  CJPL ICPMS	  @	  PKU



85Kr	  Measurement	  and	  Rectification	  System

• 85Kr	  could	  be	  a	  major	  background

• Rectifying	  tower	  at	  CJPL
– 85Kr	  1ppb	  -‐>	  1ppt	  for	  5kg/hour
– Secondary	  rectification	  -‐>	  0.1	  ppt

• 85Kr	  measurement	  system
– To	  reach	  a	  sensitivity	  of	  0.1-‐0.01	  ppt

极低本底测量系统Kr Measurement
Rectifying Tower
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The former produces an ER background of 0.10! 0.01
events per 10 000 kg day. The neutrino ER background is
dominated by pp solar neutrinos and is estimated to be
between 0.2 and 6.0 events per 10 000 kg day where the
lower and upper values assume zero or the current
experimental limit of the neutrino magnetic moment
[18], respectively. The neutrino NR background was
estimated to be 1 × 10−3 events per 10 000 kg day. The
final low energy background composition is summarized in
Table II.
Similar to Ref. [9], the accidental background was

computed by randomly pairing the isolated S1 (1.8 Hz)
and S2 (approximately 1500=day) events within the dark
matter selection range. The data quality cuts mentioned
earlier suppressed this background to 33%, among which
15% is below the NR median. To optimize the rejection for
such background, further cuts were developed based on the
boosted-decision-tree (BDT) method [19], in which the
below-NR-median AmBe calibration data and randomly
paired S1-S2 signals were used as the input signal and
background, respectively. The input data were split into two
equal statistics sets, one for training and the other for test.
The BDT cuts target, for example, events where the drift
time and S2 width are inconsistent, or where the S2 shape
indicates an S2 originating from the gate or gas regions.
Thirteen variables entered into the training including the
charge of S1, S2, and the drift time, the width, 10% width,
rising slope, waveform asymmetry, and top/bottom ratio of
the S2, ratio of maximum bottom channel to total, and top/
bottom ratio of the S1, spikes within and spikes around the
S1 (indicators of a S2 mis-ID), and the pre-S2 area in a
window between 1.5 and 3 μs (tag of a gate event). After
applying the BDT cuts to the accidental background
surviving the data quality cuts, events below the NR
median were strongly suppressed to 27%, while the overall
AmBe NR efficiency was maintained at 93%. The uncer-
tainty on the remaining accidental background was

estimated to be 45% using the difference found in run 8
and run 9.
Similar to Ref. [5], the final S1 range cut was chosen to

be between 3 to 45 PE, corresponding to an average energy
window between 1.3 to 8.7 keVee (4.6 to 35.0 keVnr), and
S2s were required to be between 100 PE (raw) and 10
000 PE (uniformity corrected). For all events with a single
S2, the FV cut was determined based on the PAF-recon-
structed position distribution. The selection criterion in the
horizontal plane was taken to be r < 268 mm, using data
with S1 outside of the dark matter search window (between
50 and 200 PE). The drift time was required to be between
18 to 310 μs, where the maximum drift time cut was to
suppress the below-cathode γ energy deposition (so-called
“gamma X”) from 127Xe decays. The liquid xenon mass
was estimated to be 329! 16 kg, where the uncertainty
was estimated based on the position difference between the
PAF and TM methods, consistent with other estimates
using the tritium event distribution and expected intrinsic
resolution from the TM method. The vertical electric field
deformation resulting from the accumulations of wall
charges in the TPC [4] was estimated using the 210Po
plate-out events from the PTFE wall. The reconstructed
positions are 2.4 mm (18 μs) to 6.3 mm (310 μs) away
from the geometrical wall, a combined effect from
reconstruction and field distortion. Therefore we have
made a conservative choice of the FV and neglected the
field deformation therein. Under these cuts, the final
expected background budget is summarized in Table III.
The event rates of run 9 after successive selections are

summarized in Table IV. The skin veto selections are more
effective than that in run 8 since the background was less
dominated by the volume-uniform 85Kr β decays. The
vertex distribution of all events before and after the FV cut
is shown in Fig. 3. Outside the FV, pileup of events near the
cathode, the gate, and the wall were observed. After the FV
cut, 389 events survived, and event distribution in radius

TABLE II. Summary of ER backgrounds from different com-
ponents in run 8 and run 9. The fractional uncertainties for 85Kr
and 127Xe are 17% and 0% for run 8 and 14% and 25% for run 9,
respectively. The uncertainties for 222Rn and 220Rn in both runs
are taken to be 54% and 55%, respectively. The fractional
uncertainty due to detector materials is estimated to be 50%
based on the systematic uncertainty of the absolute efficiency of
the gamma counting station. Different from Ref. [5], values in the
table are now folded with detection efficiency.

Item Run 8 (mDRU) Run 9 (mDRU)
85Kr 11.7 1.19
127Xe 0 0.42
222Rn 0.06 0.13
220Rn 0.02 0.01
Detector material ER 0.20 0.20
Total 12.0 1.95

TABLE III. The expected background events in run 8 and run 9
in the FV, before and after the NR median cut. The fractional
uncertainties of expected events in the table are 17% (run 8 ER),
12% (run 9 ER), 45% (accidental), and 100% (neutron),
respectively. Both the uncertainties from the ER rate and leakage
fraction, 0.32%! 0.11%, were taken into account in estimating
the uncertainty of ER background below the NR median. Number
of events from the data are shown in the last column.

ER Accidental Neutron
Total

expected
Total

observed

Run 8 622.8 5.20 0.25 628! 106 734
Below NR
median

2.0 0.33 0.09 2.4! 0.8 2

Run 9 377.9 14.0 0.91 393! 46 389
Below NR
median

1.2 0.84 0.35 2.4! 0.7 1

PRL 117, 121303 (2016) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
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222Rn	  Control

• 222Rn	  leaked	  into	  Xenon
• Current	  level	  at	  PandaX-‐II:	  50µBq/kg	  
• For	  PandaX-‐4T,	  the	  goal	  is	  to	  reach	  1µBq/kg

Rn-‐free	  clean	  roomMeasurementFiltering	  system
17



Xenon	  Handling:	  Storage,	  Cooling	  and	  Purification

• Storage:	  5-‐6	  ton	  xenon
– 6set 4x4	  (50kg,	  40L)
– Filling	  speed：600－1000kg/day

• Cooling	  bus:	  2	  modules
– modular	  design	  at	  PandaX-‐II(500kg)

• Online	  purification
– Remove	  impurities	  (O2,	  H2O)
– Maintain	  a	  high	  electron	  life	  time	  

18

Commissioning	  
Run	  (run	  8,	  
19.1	  days)

1st Physics	  
Run	  (run	  9,	  
79.6	  days)



Background	  Level

• Background	  from	  materials	  and	  neutrino	  
Background	  for	  DM	  search	  [0,	  10	  keVee] mDRU

Electronic Recoil: materials 0.020

Electronic Recoil: 222Rn 0.011	  	  	  	  	  (1	  µBq/kg)

Electronic Recoil: 85Kr 0.005	  	  	  	  	  (0.1 ppt)

Electronic Recoil: 136Xe 0.002

Electronic Recoil: Solar Neutrino 0.009

Total Electronic Recoil 0.047

Total Nucleus Recoil 3	  x 10-‐4
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their shapes and positions.
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Figure 5: Electronic recoil spectrum is show. The first is the spectrum of
large range (0, 2500 keV) and the second one is the case for small range
(0,200 KeV).

We plot the contribution from isotopes in Fig.6 for further analysis, and from
that, we find most of the background comes from 232Th, 238U and 60Co.

2.2 ER from Intrinsic Background

For ultra-clean required experiments such as dark matter detection and 0dbd
searches, intrinsic contaminations of radioisotopes in liquid(or gaseous) xenon
detectors is a terrible thing. However, usually the intrinsic contaminations
(for example 85Kr, 222Rn and 136Xe) can neither be removed by chemical
reactions nor the feudalization method. For intrinsic contamination, the
radioactivity is given by

Ra =
N

intrinsic

· �
intrinsic

M

xenon

=
N

A

· ln2⇥ ratio

M

xenon

· T
intrinsic

(1)

where T

intrinsic

is the half life of Intrinsic contamination. N

intrinsic

is the
number of the intrinsic contamination which can be calculated as

N

intrinsic

=
m

xenon

·N
A

· ratio
M

xenon

. (2)
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Figure 8: ER background form materials, intrinsic contaminations and neu-
trinos: the bold and black line is the total. Up: the large range spectrum.
Bottom: the spectrum of (0,200) KeV, the sensitive range for dark matter
detection.

3 Neutron Generation

Nuclear recoil produced by neutrons via elastic scattering o↵ the Xenon nu-
clei. Neutrons are more penetrating than �-rays and their mean free path in
liquid xenon being on the order of tens of cm, and thus they are di�cult to
shield and their probability to have a single scattering in liquid xenon, active
volume is higher that for �-rays. Their signal can not be distinguished with
dark matter iteration with nuclear, and thus their deposited event should be
considered as background.
Neutrons comes from primordial decay of chains of 238U, 235U and 232Th
in MeV range through spontaneous fission(SF) and (↵,n) mechanics. The
neutron yield from (↵,n) mechanics is independent on radioactivity, which
determines the ↵ generation rate, and the target materials atoms. The iso-
topes in target material that can generate neutron are 13C, 14N, 17O, 18O and
19F ..... Specially for PTFE the neutron generation rate is high because the
abundance of 19F is near 100%. For heavy nuclei like copper, the neutron
generation is mainly dominated by SF from 238U and 232Th.
With the help of software SOURCES4A, we calculate the neutron generation
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Expected	  Sensitivity

• With	  exposure	  reaching	  6	  ton-‐year
• DM	  SI	  sensitivity	  could	  reach	  ~10-‐47cm2

independent WIMP-nucleon cross section limit is expected to reach 10-47cm2, more than one 

order of magnitude lower than the current PandaX-II limit. The sensitivity of the 4-ton 

experiment, together with current leading exclusion limits, the mSUSY contour [3], and the 

ultimate neutrino “floor” (Billard et al. [2]), is shown in Fig. 1. This experiment will also be a 

critical technology demonstrator for the next stage PandaX-xT detector. 

 
Figure 1 The projected median sensitivity (dashed curves) on the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross section for PandaX-4T 
with 6 ton-y exposure. The currently leading exclusion limits (see legend), the neutrino “floor” (Billard et al. [2]), and the post LHC 
mSUSY allowed contours (Bagnaschi et al. [3]) are overlaid in solid curves for comparison.  

The 4-ton experiment will contain a TPC with a diameter of 1.2 m and a height of 1.2 m. 

The TPC size is approximately doubled in every dimension from PandaX-II, presenting a few 

technological challenges. We will perform realistic assembly and tests of the electrodes before 

the final detector assembly. Additional high quantum efficiency 3-inch PMTs will be employed 

to maintain the high photon detection efficiency. The new electronics design aims for high data 

bandwidth in order to achieve a trigger-less readout. The 4-ton experiment needs to handle 

around 5-ton of liquid xenon, including cooling, storage, filling and recovery. The current 

system for PandaX-II can handle 1-2 tons of xenon. We plan to build multiple such mature 

systems and run them in parallel. The reliability can be easily achieved with redundancy. 

20
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Project	  Timescale

• 2016:	  Project	  R&D	  started

• 2017-‐2018:	  Produce	  all	  components	  and	  test

• 2019-‐2020:	  On-‐site	  assembling	  and	  commissioning

• 2021-‐2022:	  Data-‐taking
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Summary	  and	  Outlook

• PandaX experiment	  with	  500kg	  Xenon	  has	  reached	  the	  world	  
frontier	  of	  dark	  matter	  direct	  detection.
• PandaX-‐4ton	  could	  be	  a	  multi-‐purpose	  detector	  for	  rare	  signal	  
searches	  like	  dark	  matter,	  0vbb	  and	  neutrino.	  
• The	  new	  detector	  is	  expected	  to	  have	  very	  high	  signal	  collection	  
efficiency,	  high	  energy	  and	  positron	  reconstruction	  resolution	  and	  
very	  low	  background.	  
• With	  8-‐year’s	  accumulation,	  PandaX collaboration	  plan	  to	  build	  
the	  new	  experiment	  in	  the	  future	  ~4	  years.

• Thank	  you!
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